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SCOTTISH BORDERS COUNCIL 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S SERVICES 

 
CONSULTATION REPORT 

 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CATCHMENT AREAS OF YARROW 

PRIMARY SCHOOL AND PHILIPHAUGH COMMUNITY SCHOOL  
 

 
 
Please share your views on the Proposal or make any alternative 
suggestions by contacting us before 21 November 2019 at:- 

Selkirk Catchment Review Consultation 

Children and Young People’s Services 
Scottish Borders Council Headquarters  
Newtown St Boswells 
Melrose 
TD6 0SA; or 

Email Address: schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk; or 

Online:                         https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment 

 
 

 
 

This Consultation Report has been issued by Scottish Borders Council‘s Children and Young People’s Services in 
terms of the Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Act 2010, as amended. 

mailto:schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk
https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment
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SUMMARY OF THE PROCESS FOR THIS CONSULTATION REPORT 
 

Introduction 
  

1.1 This Consultation Report has been issued as part of a statutory consultation process required 

in terms of the Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Act 2010 as amended (2010 Act).  The 2010 

Act sets out the consultation process that local authorities must follow when proposing a 

permanent change to any of their schools – such as a closure, relocation or change of catchment 

area.  

 

1.2 This consultation has been undertaken following a decision by 

Scottish Borders Council’s Executive Committee on 30 April 2019 to commence a statutory 

consultation process regarding a proposal to amend the catchment areas of Yarrow Primary 

School and Philiphaugh Community School in accordance with the plans annexed to the 

Proposal Paper (the Proposal). 
 

1.3 This Consultation Report, in conjunction with the Proposal Paper (attached as Appendix 1), 

details the Council’s compliance with the terms of the 2010 Act.  

 

Proposal Paper 

 

1.4 A Proposal Paper detailing the Proposal and the Council’s reasons for making the Proposal was 

published on 10 May 2019. A  copy of the Proposal Paper was made available free of charge in 

these locations: – 

 
 Council Headquarters, Newtown St Boswells 

 Yarrow Primary School, Yarrow, Selkirk  

 Philiphaugh Community School, Selkirk 

 Selkirk Library, Ettrick Terrace, Selkirk 

and published on the Scottish Borders Council website: 

https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment 

 

Advertising and Notice of Proposal Paper 

 
 1.5 The publication of the Proposal Paper was advertised in Southern Reporter, providing details and 

dates of the consultation period and the public meeting.  There were also press releases and 
social media postings at the start of the consultation process, before the public meeting and before 
the end of the consultation period. 

 1.6 Formal notice of the Proposal was sent by Letter or email to: 

 the parents/carers of the children within the Yarrow and Philiphaugh catchment areas and 

Selkirk High School; 

 the Parent Councils of the affected schools; 

 the parent/carers of any children likely to attend Yarrow Primary School and Philiphaugh 

Community School or any affected school within two years of the date of the publication of 

the Proposal Paper;   

 any Trade Union which is representative of the staff; 

 the staff (teaching and non-teaching) at the affected schools; 

 the Community Councils of Ettrick & Yarrow and Selkirk; 

 Community Planning Partnership partners; 

 the constituency Member of the Scottish Parliament; 

https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment
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 the constituency Member of Parliament; and 

 the List Members of the Scottish Parliament. 

 

Length of Consultation period  

1.7 The consultation period for the Proposal ran from 10 May 2019 until 25 June 2019 (both dates 

inclusive). This period allowed in excess of the statutory minimum of 30 school days. There were 

32 responses received in respect of this statutory consultation both on line and in writing.  The 

responses are summarised and responded to in Section 4 below.  

  

Public meetings 

 

1.8 Public meetings were held on: 
  
30 May 2019 at 5.30pm at Philiphaugh Community School (No members of the community 
attended) 
 
30 May 2019 at 7.30pm at Yarrow Primary School (10 members of the community 
attended). 
 

Minutes were taken at the meeting and views were sought following a presentation being given. 
Copies of the meeting notes are included as Appendix 2  

 

Meetings with Pupils and Staff 

 
1.9 Meetings were held with pupils and staff at Yarrow Primary School and Philiphaugh Community 

School. A summary of these discussions is in Section 3.  

  

Involvement of Education Scotland 

 

 1.10 Education Scotland was notified in advance of this Statutory Consultation process being 

approved. On completion of the Statutory Consultation period, a copy of the Proposal Paper 

was sent by Scottish Borders Council to Education Scotland. Education Scotland also received 

a copy of all relevant additional materials, minutes of public meeting, a copy of the written 

representations and replies received by the Council during the consultation period. 

 1.11 Education Scotland has prepared a report on the educational aspects of the Proposal, based on 

the representations and documents mentioned above as well as their interviews with pupils, 

parents, staff, and associated schools. In preparing their report, Education Scotland visited the 

affected schools and made reasonable enquiries as they considered appropriate. Their report 

can be found at Appendix 3 and also on the Education Scotland Website Education Scotland 

Consultation Reports. 

1.12 Education Scotland state in their report that the Proposal has clear educational benefits and will 

provide a more viable and sustainable rural school option with parity of access to learning and 

opportunities for children in the Yarrow valley. The Issues raised in the Education Scotland 

Report with regards to the Proposal along with the Council’s responses are set out in Section 5 

of this Consultation Report. 

Preparation of Public Consultation Report 

   

1.13  Council officers have reviewed the Proposal having regard to the Education Scotland Report, 

the discussions at the public meeting, comments from pupils and staff and all the responses 

received during the consultation period. This Consultation Report has been prepared by Scottish 

https://education.gov.scot/what-we-do/inspection-and-review/thematic-reports/School%20consultation
https://education.gov.scot/what-we-do/inspection-and-review/thematic-reports/School%20consultation
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Borders Council Children and Young People’s Services team as a result. This report will be 

published in electronic and printed formats. It will be available on the Council web-site, from 

Council Headquarters, Selkirk library and the affected schools, free of charge. Anyone who 

made written representations during the consultation period will also be informed about the 

report, if contact details have been provided. 

 

Publication of the Consultation Report 

1.14 This Consultation Report was published at on 24 October 2019 and is available for further 

consideration until 21 November 2019. The intention is that interested parties should have 

time to consider the Consultation Report and if they so wish, to raise concerns and pose 

alternative solutions by making written or electronic submissions to: 

Selkirk Catchment Consultation 

Children and Young People’s Services 

Scottish Borders Council Headquarters  

Newtown St Boswells 

Melrose 

TD6 0SA; or 

 

Email Address: schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk 

 
 Consultation Site: 
 https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment 

If you wish to respond by letter or electronically, you are invited to state your relationship with 
the school – for example, “pupil”, “parent”, “carer”, “relative”, “former pupil”, “teacher in school”, 
“member of the community” etc. Responses from Parent Councils, Staff and Pupil Councils are 
particularly welcome. 

For any written or electronic response to be considered it must be received by the Council no 
later than the last day of the consultation period, 21 November 2019. 

 

Distribution 

1.15  A copy of the Consultation Report will be made available free of charge for public consultation 

from 24 October 2019 to 21 November 2019 in these locations – 

 Council Headquarters, Newtown St Boswells,TD6 0SA 

 Yarrow Primary School, Yarrow, Selkirk  

 Philiphaugh Community School, Selkirk 

 Selkirk Library, Ettrick Terrace, Selkirk 

 

and published on the Scottish Borders Council website:  

 https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment 

 
Decision 

1.16   This report together with all other relevant documentation will be considered by Scottish 

Borders Council’s Executive Committee who will be asked to make a decision on or around 

21 January 2020. 

mailto:schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk
https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment
https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment
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BACKGROUND 

 
2.1  In February 2016 Scottish Border Council’s Executive (Education) Committee agreed to commence a 

School Estate Review process regarding the current school estate provision and what it should aspire 
to look like across the region. The Council undertook to engage with all stakeholders to obtain 
information and opinions regarding the current school estate and to seek views and ideas in respect 

of the vision of the future school estate.   

2.2 The five strategic principles that were adopted when reviewing the school estate were:- 

  2.2.1 Increased educational opportunities for all generations in the community; 

  2.2.2 Improved outcomes for children and young people; 

  2.2.3 Sustainability; 

  2.2.4 Future proofing the school estate; and 

  2.2.5 Affordability. 

2.3 The Review included engagement with all schools with a roll of under 50 pupils; seeking to work with 
the school and parents on ways to boost the roll and improve sustainability. As part of the School 
Estate Review engagement, Council officers met with parents of Yarrow pupils, who indicated that 
they had concerns regarding the declining school roll and indicated that they wished to work with the 
Council to attempt to increase the roll and improve the sustainability of their school. One of the options 
discussed was whether there was potential to extend the Yarrow catchment zone to increase pupil 

numbers 

2.4 Yarrow Primary School is a non-denominational primary school in the Yarrow valley in the Scottish 
Borders and is within Selkirk High School’s catchment zone.  The roll has fluctuated over the years, 

reflecting both changes in demographics and parental choice:- 

 

 
2.5 The school has capacity for 50 pupils. There are currently 14 children attending the school (this 

includes 3 children attending through placement requests). One child enrolled into P1 at the school in 
August 2019. 

 
2.6 Council officers have worked with parents and the community to identify a proposal regarding 

proposed catchment area changes for consultation. A drop in engagement session was held in 
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Yarrowford in December 2018, where community members were invited to share their views on the 
catchment zones. The Proposal seeks to increase the school roll and improve the school’s 

sustainability. 

2.7 The decision was made by the Council’s Executive Committee on 30 April 2019 to commence a 

statutory consultation process regarding a proposal to amend the catchment areas of Yarrow Primary 

School and Philiphaugh Community School and seeks to increase the size of Yarrow’s catchment 

area to include the Yarrowford and Broadmeadows area. 
 

 
PUPILS AND STAFF  

 
3.1 Discussions were held with the pupils at Yarrow Primary School. Key points raised at these 

discussions with pupils were:- 

 

 Some of the children thought it would be good to have more children at the school as there 

would be more opportunities for friendships and for there to be a bigger mix of people.  

 The children who are the only one in their year group had mixed feelings; one said it can be 

a bit lonely while the other thought it was good as if you are absent from school then you do 

not need to catch up. 

 The children clearly have a strong bond across the school and within their age groups. 

 The children said they were slightly concerned that they might not get as many trips if the 

school was to get bigger. 

 They were slightly concerned about the dynamic changing and there being more arguments, 

with friendships being diluted and less strong. They were worried that bullying might happen. 

 There were worries that they would get less attention and support from the staff. 

 The children thought about 16 pupils would be the right number for the school and there was 

no appetite for there to be 2 classes. 

 The children were satisfied with the transition support for High School and were unaware of 

anyone having issues after transitioning to secondary school. 

 

3.3 Discussions were also held with the staff at Yarrow Primary School. The key points raised at 

these discussions were:- 

  

 The staff were keen to see the school become more sustainable as they had concerns about 

the potential distance some of the children would have to travel if school was no longer 

viable. 

 The staff considered that the travel times from Broadmeadows to Yarrow Primary and 

Philiphaugh were fairly similar. 

 The staff were passionate about the school and what it could offer in terms of experience 

and opportunities for the children. 

 The staff considered that the Proposal would have little impact on Philiphaugh Community 

School but could make a huge difference to Yarrow Primary. 

 It was also considered that the children could benefit from there being a greater mix of pupils 

at the school as they need to learn to deal with different and more challenging situations and 

relationships. 

 The staff did think that if the roll grew much larger then this could compromise the special 

events that are currently offered at the school. 

 The staff do not consider that the children miss out from team events and festivals as they 

collaborate with smaller schools across the Borders. 

3.4 Discussions were also held with a group of pupils at Philiphaugh Community School. The group 

comprised pupils who reside in the Broadmeadows and Yarrowford area, pupils from the Bowhill 

area and pupils from Selkirk. The main points raised in this discussions were:- 
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 The children were concerned that they would be “made to” change school. They were 

reassured by the Council officer that they would have the choice and that they would still get 

transported to school as they do currently. 

 The children were interested if one bus would take children to both schools. It was explained 

that there would transport provided in both directions by separate vehicles. 

 The children were interested in knowing more about Yarrow Primary School and thought that 

families and children should visit both before making a decision. Several of them know pupils 

at Yarrow. 

 The pupils all said they were happy at their current school. Almost all of them said their 

preference would be to remain at their current school. 

 When asked if they thought the Proposal was a good idea most of them didn’t know but all 

agreed that it would be good for Yarrow to have more pupils. 

3.5 The staff at Philiphaugh were relaxed about the Proposal. The numbers at Philiphaugh have 

fallen this year so the school now has 5 rather than 6 classes. The impact of losing more pupils, 

if the catchment was changed, was not considered to be significant albeit they would be 

disappointed if some of the children chose to move school. 

 

RESPONSES 

4.1 There were 32 responses made during the consultation period in respect of the Proposal.   

 

 

Do you agree with the Proposal to permanently amend the catchment zones of Yarrow 

Primary School and Philiphaugh Community School? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Consultee – Analysis 
 

  We have analysed the information provided by consultees and the breakdown of the responses 

is detailed in full below.  A significant majority of responses came from the Yarrow community, 

reflecting the depth of opinion in the catchment. Only one responder identified as being from 

Yarrowford and there was a low level of response from the Philiphaugh catchment. 

31 (97%) Agree

1 (3%) Disagree

Proposal to Amend the Catchment Zone

Agree Disagree
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Responders – Interest 
   

Number 

Parents/Carers 17 

Pupil 7 

Staff 2 

Relative of Pupil 14 

Parent Council Member 3 

Elected Member/MSP/MP 0 

Community Planning Partner 0 

Community Member 12 

 

Parents – School Interest 
 

Number 

Yarrow Primary School 11 

Philiphaugh Primary School 1 

Kirkhope Primary School 4 

Selkirk High School 1 

 

Staff – School Interest 

 

Number 

Yarrow Primary School 0 

Philiphaugh Primary School 0 

Kirkhope Primary School 2 

Selkirk High School 0 

 

Pupil – School Interest 

 

 
 

Yarrow Primary School 4 

Philiphaugh Primary School 0 

Kirkhope Primary School 1 

Selkirk High School 2 

 

Relative of Pupil– School Interest 

 

Number 

Yarrow Primary School 11 

Philiphaugh Primary School 0 

Kirkhope Primary School 2 

Selkirk High School 1 

 

Parent Council Member – School Interest 

 

Number 

Yarrow Primary School 3 

Philiphaugh Primary School 0 

Kirkhope Primary School 0 

Selkirk High School 0 

 

Community Member – School Interest 

 

Number 

Yarrow Primary School 6 

Philiphaugh Primary School 0 

Kirkhope Primary School 4 

Selkirk High School 2 
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Questionnaire Comments Council Responses 

It would provide a choice for pupils and 

parents. I was very worried about sending my 

children to such a small school but it’s been 

the best decision and they are flying.  I don’t 

want the numbers to put people off and I feel 

that the school could benefit from more 

children. I am terrified that the school numbers 

fall too low as snowballing Yarrow as well as 

Ettrick would be a disaster. 

 Noted. All the comments received from parents 

and children attending the school were very 

favourable about Yarrow Primary School. 

Council officers will continue to work with the 

school regarding its sustainability. 

We live in Yarrowford, at present the 

catchment is Philiphaugh but for a few 

reasons would like to use Yarrow. 

Noted. 

Yarrowford and Broadmeadows are in a 

largely rural area and so it makes sense for 

pupils to go to a rural school. 

Noted. 

Changing the catchment area this close to 

Selkirk means the pupils that would’ve had a 

short commute to Selkirk will have a 

substantial commute to Yarrow. The increased 

risk of this commute every morning surely 

can’t be worth an extra few pupils for Yarrow. 

Noted. The safety of the children is the most 
important factor to the Council. Council officers 
have considered the route and the distance and 
it is considered to be similar time (9 minutes) and 
distance (c4.8 miles) between Yarrowford and 
both the primary schools. Safe Routes to Schools 
has been a material consideration. There have 
been several discussions with the Council’s 
School Transport team and officers are satisfied 
that the children can be transported safely to 
Yarrow Primary School. 

If the proposed catchment change gives the 

chance of increased roll at Yarrow Primary 

School then this has to be positive. We all 

want our children to do well in life both 

academically and sociably. Yarrow School is 

an amazing place to learn and can only benefit 

everyone if children from a wider catchment 

area are able to attend with transport provided 

by the Council. 

Noted. 

Yes it would be beneficial to all if the 

catchment change were to go ahead. It is 

important to secure the future of a crucial 

school in the Yarrow valley to prevent young 

pupils from further down the valley having to 

travel up to Selkirk. It would benefit the pupils 

at Philiphaugh as the reduced pupil numbers 

will mean more teacher time per pupil and 

those effected that will move catchment to 

Yarrow would benefit from a great education 

at a small rural school. 

Noted. 

Yarrow needs some additional children so it 

makes sense to extend out towards Selkirk. 

Noted. 

Bring some more children to the school. Noted. 
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There are not enough children in the valleys 

alone (on either side Yarrow and Ettrickbridge) 

therefore we need to move towards Selkirk 

where there are lot more children and see if we 

can bring them into Yarrow Primary to sustain 

the school. It is not good socially for the 

children to have such a small group in the 

school. Whilst the teaching is excellent, the 

social engagement side is almost as important 

and I do feel that this is lacking in such small 

schools. 

Noted. Council officers agree that socialisation is 
an important part of education and the 
Curriculum for Excellence places a significant 
emphasis on group, peer and collaborative 
working. As part of its School Estates Review 
Council officers will continue to work with the 
school to improve its sustainability. The smaller 
schools across the region also work closely and 
in collaboration with each other to provide more 
opportunities and experiences for the children. 

To ensure the long term sustainability of 

Yarrow Primary School. 

Noted. 

Increase the number of pupils attending the 

village schools, ensuring Yarrow and 

Kirkhope PS remain in operation. 

Noted. 

I strongly agree with the proposal to amend 

the catchment areas to maintain the 

sustainability of Yarrow Primary School and to 

offer all the children in the area the 

opportunity to attend a small rural school and 

gain from all associated benefits, in line with 

SBC’s GIRFEC policy. As well as the wider 

benefits to the community and sustainability 

of the Yarrow valley as detailed in the Proposal 

Paper. 

Noted. 

Benefits for Yarrow School and no obvious 

disadvantages. 

Noted. 

I think that it’s a shame that people living in 

Yarrowford and Broadmeadows are currently 

forced due to transport issues to send their 

children to a school that quite frankly I 

perceive to be lacking. I have personal 

experience of both schools and consider the 

education and support at Yarrow is superior. 

Noted.  

I think that this location should have always 

been part of Yarrow catchment. 

Noted. 

I reside in Yarrowford and cannot understand 

why children from my community have to 

attend Philiphaugh. 

Noted. 

This makes so much sense. Noted. 

To increase the Yarrow School roll. Noted. 

I think that people in Broadmeadows should 

have the choice of Philiphaugh and Yarrow.  

Noted. If the decision is made to amend the 
catchment, pupils currently attending 
Philiphaugh Community School (as well as 
younger siblings), if they choose, will still be 
transported free of charge to Philiphaugh. All 
other children in the Yarrowford and 
Broadmeadows area will be in the catchment 
area for Yarrow Primary School  
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Please tell us if you have any further comments or alternative suggestions regarding 

the Proposal 

 

Response Comments 

 

Council Response 

We fully support this proposal and feel it’s the 

best option to keep a good rural school open. 

It makes sense and seems the most suitable 

option. 

Noted. 

If unable to change the catchment then 

maybe the Council could be more open and 

supportive on ways to increase the school 

roll at Yarrow. Perhaps if a parent from 

Selkirk shows interest and would like their 

child to attend Yarrow then assistance with 

transport could be looked at, rather than just 

saying it is outwith catchment therefore no 

transport funded. Perhaps shared funding?  

Changing the catchment however is the most 

sensible/ realistic option. 

Noted.  The budget for schools transport is 

always under pressure and the Council would be 

unable to provide transport or funding in such 

instances as this could then lead to similar 

demands across the area. Support could be 

provided by Council officers, if the community 

wished to fund such a transport provision. 

Need to keep the valleys alive and without 

children it won’t happen. 

Noted. 

We are very happy with the school and it’s the 

best thing for my granddaughter. I think the 

catchment should have changed when the 

Eildon houses were built in Yarrowford as a 

few children would have liked the opportunity 

to go to Yarrow. I hope the school gets more 

pupils – it would be a big loss if there are not 

enough pupils. 

Noted. 

I think that the proposed areas are good a 

people in Yarrowford regard themselves from 

Yarrow and not Selkirk so this makes much 

sense. 

Noted. 

This will help the roll of Yarrow Primary School 

and keep valley children in their local school. 

Noted. 

I believe that Yarrowford should NEVER have 

been in the Philiphaugh catchment area. It 

makes sense that the children in and around 

Yarrowford should attend Yarrow Primary 

School. 

Noted. 

This seems like a sensible means for 

increasing the pupil count at Yarrow PS 

without adversely affecting Philiphaugh 

Community School. 

Noted. 

It will give parents in the valley more scope to 

let their children attend a good small school. 

Noted. 
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Combine with Kirkhope Primary School. Noted.  

I agree with the proposal to extend the 

catchment of Yarrow PS to include 

Yarrowford and Broadmeadows. 

Noted. 

As well as the proposed changes, it would be 

beneficial to increase Kirkhope’s catchment 

towards Selkirk too to make it easier for them 

to attend either small school. 

Noted. Council officers have considered the 

options to extend Kirkhope’s catchment at length 

and have been unable to identify a proposal to 

take forward as there are very limited numbers 

of children residing in the area towards Selkirk. 

All children should have the choice to attend 

a school which is best suited to their personal 

needs in line with SBC’s GIRFEC policy. 

Some children will be better suited to the 

smaller school environment and that is why 

these smaller schools must continue to be 

supported and kept sustainable.  

Noted. The Council policy is currently to support 

all placement requests as far as possible 

(grounds for refusal include requirement to 

employ a further teacher/create a new class). 

Free transport can only be provided to children 

attending their catchment school. 

Yarrow catchment going all the way to Selkirk 

boundary to include Bowhill kids. 

Noted. Council officers have considered this 

option but do not consider that it would be 

reasonable to transport children further up the 

valley when they reside much closer to Selkirk 

and some can currently walk to school. 

It makes no sense that the children who are 

part of the Yarrow community should not 

have the option/availability of transport to 

Yarrow Primary. 

Noted. 

I would like our local children to attend 

Yarrow Primary, my granddaughter goes 

there and is thriving. 

Noted. 

If I could go back to Primary we would choose 

Yarrow. 

Noted. 

I think if parents in Yarrowford were asked to 

visit school and the transport was arranged I 

am sure this would be welcomed. 

Noted.  

As a last resort can Kirkhope and Yarrow 

Primary Schools be joined? 

Noted. Officers will continue to work with both 

schools to improve their sustainability. 

Having experienced both primaries I chose 

Yarrow even though I live in Selkirk. I would 

expect my nearest school to be within the 

community I lived. I strongly suspect that as 

there has always been a bus in the direction 

of Selkirk High families in the proposed 

catchment were forced to choose 

Philiphaugh. 

Noted. 

 

5 EDUCATION SCOTLAND REPORT 

5.1 In line with the requirements of the Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Act 2010, a report was 
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provided by Education Scotland on the educational aspects of the Proposal. Education 

Scotland’s report is attached as Appendix 3 

5.2 Issues raised and comments made in the Education Scotland Report with regards to the 

proposed closure of Hobkirk Primary School are set out below: 

 
 

Education Scotland Comments 

 
Council Responses 

Parents, children and staff who spoke with 

HM Inspectors were in agreement with the 

Council’s proposal. 

Noted and agreed – this reflects the 

opinions shared with Council officers  

before and during the consultat ion 

process. 

The council has set out a reasonable case for 

the proposal to amend the catchment areas 

of Yarrow Primary School and Philiphaugh 

Community School 

Noted and agreed. 

The proposal recognises the educational 

benefits of attending a small rural school and 

the learning experience offered. The 

proposal to amend the catchment area will 

increase the sustainability of Yarrow Primary 

School through increasing the school roll 

and provide a viable rural school option for 

families within the area. The school will 

remain a key part of the local Yarrow Valley 

community. 

Noted and agreed. 

There will be improved opportunities for 

children currently attending Yarrow Primary 

to engage with a wider peer group, make new 

friends and participate in team 

sports/recreational events. The provision of 

transport from Yarrowford to Yarrow Primary 

School will ensure that children in the Yarrow 

Valley have parity of access to learning and 

opportunities in their communities. 

Noted and agreed. 

All parents, staff and children from Yarrow 

Primary School and Philiphaugh Community 

School who met with HM Inspectors were 

supportive of the proposal. Staff and parents 

at Yarrow Primary School welcomed the 

longer term sustainability for the school 

Noted and agreed. 

Any concerns about the potential impact of 
the loss of the school on the community were 
allayed. They thought engagement with a 
wider peer group at age and stage would 
improve their children’s learning. The 
provision of transport from Yarrowford to 
Yarrow Primary School was seen as 

Noted and agreed. 
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supportive to families. Children at Yarrow 
Primary School welcomed the potential for 
improved social interaction and a chance to 
make new friends. However, they were 
concerned that the addition of new children 
might disrupt the harmonious atmosphere 
they currently experienced. Parents and staff 
at Philiphaugh Community School did not 
see the proposal having any detriment to 
their school as the numbers involved would 
be minimal. 
 

Scottish Borders Council’s proposal to 

amend the catchment areas of Yarrow 

Primary School and Philiphaugh Community 

School has clear educational benefits. 

Noted and agreed. 

Children will benefit from attending a small 
rural school and the positive learning 
experience offered. Increasing the Yarrow 
Primary School roll has the potential to 
provide a more viable and sustainable rural 
school option for families within the area. 
Children in the Yarrow Valley will have parity 
of access to learning and opportunities. The 
school will remain a key part of the local 
Yarrow Valley community.   

Noted and agreed. 

 

INACCURACY IN THE PROPOSAL PAPER 

6. There have been no material errors, omissions or inaccuracies identified in the Proposal Paper 

or any of the other documentation that has been published as part of the Consultation process.  
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7.1 Scottish Borders Council thanks all the members of the Community for their time and participation in 
this consultation process and invites them to make any further comments, observations or suggestions 
regarding the Proposal prior to the final decision being made by Councillors on 21 January 2020. 
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7.2 Please take this opportunity to have your say and share your comments by 21 November 2019 at:- 

Selkirk Catchment Consultation 

Children and Young People’s Services 
Scottish Borders Council Headquarters  
Newtown St Boswells 
Melrose 
TD6 0SA; or 
 

Email Address: schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk 

 
Consultation Site:  
https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  
Stuart Easingwood 

Interim Service Director, Children & Young People’s Services 

24 October 2019  

 

mailto:schoolestates@scotborders.gov.uk
https://scotborders.citizenspace.com/children-and-young-people/selkirkcatchment
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Appendix 1 – Proposal Paper dated 10 May 2019 
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